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What I did this school year
Students, teachers, staff reflect on 2005-2006. Ed. 101, 1E
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Briefly
Richards recovering
from ‘small operation’
Rolling Stones guitarist Keith Richards
underwent surgery
in New Zealand to
relieve pressure in
his head stemming from a
fall April 27.
Recuperation
is expected to
take several
weeks, according to his representative. 2A

Controversial ruling shines fresh light on definition

School audit shows
improper finances

Some candidates tout
credits; others push
public school options

A Dorchester District 2 review concluded that DuBose Middle School
followed “grossly inadequate financial
practices” and “poor record-keeping.”
District officials said the review led to
the principal’s resignation. 1B

BY MINDY B. HAGEN
The Post and Courier

Registration deadline
nears for primary voters
To vote in the Democratic or Republican primaries June 13, your voter registration form must be turned in, or at
least postmarked, by Saturday. 1B

The show must go on,
despite queasiness

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHRIS DIXON/STAFF

Closing night of Wando High
School’s production of “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” brings with it a storm
of feelings and emotions for Ink contributor Amanda Franko-Tobin, and
not all of them pleasant. 1E

Left: College of Charleston biologist Jean Everett shows how high the water might be during the winter on a
cypress tree. Right: A band of white pollutants and algae float on a retention pond at Belle Hall Plantation.
BY CHRIS DIXON
The Post and Courier

It is easy for Dr. Jean Everett to see the
forest for the trees. Slogging into the
woods off Halfway Creek Road, she disappeared into a stand of longleaf pines
in the Francis Marion National Forest.
The senior biologist from the College
of Charleston was eager to illustrate the
importance of the isolated wetlands bill
that’s stalled in the Legislature.
The bill was endorsed
by parties as diverse as
the Coastal Conservation
League and the S.C. Association of Realtors. It
would require state Department of Health and
Environmental Control
permits for impacts to To see more
isolated wetlands of more images
than half an acre and miti- comparing
gation of those impacts.
wetlands
But if mitigation means and retenturning the wetland into tion ponds,
a stormwater retention go to www.
pond, conservationists say charleston.
the solution is still prob- net/web
lematic.
extras.
Federal guidelines under
the Bush administration allow man-made
lakes and stormwater retention ponds to
be considered wetlands, even though they
might be full of pollution.
Walking into the forest with Everett and

Columbia zoo to exhibit
rare white alligator
It will
occupy a
former anaconda snake
display, and
webcam
broadcasts start June 1. The gator has
been at Riverbanks Zoo since it was
seized from Edisto Island Serpentarium in 2003. 1B

Web
extras

Stocks change little
ahead of Fed decision
The Dow Jones industrial average
rose 6.80 to close at 11,584.54, while
the Nasdaq composite index gained
2.42 to finish at 2,344.99. 9B

Coming Wednesday
Food
meets
fashion in
Mother’s
Day gifts.
Food

The 46 students at North Charleston’s
Montessori Day School work on their lessons to the tunes of Mozart and move at
an individual pace, charting their progress by using hands-on materials such as
blocks, beads and maps.
The scene is far removed from that
in traditional public school classrooms, and school director Alexandria
Ravenel said that’s
by design.
“The families here
just want something
different for their
children,” Ravenel
said.
But attending the
private Montessori
school on Leeds
Avenue comes at a
cost. The school’s tuition averages $5,000
and will jump to $5,500 next year. Even
though more than one-third of the families receive tuition assistance, the price
tag still is too high for some parents who
live in the school’s working-class neighborhood.
Proponents of school choice say they
think students across the Palmetto State
should have education options that extend beyond their traditional neighborhood schools. The choices, they say, are
especially bleak in poor, rural areas where
Please see CHOICE, Page 9A
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Today’s outlook
Times of clouds and
sun. High 78. Low 59.
Complete 5-day
forecast, 14B.
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Bloodshed
continues as
leaders haggle

White House tries
to temper CIA fears

Cabinet unlikely to be
filled by end of week

Wants to put agency veteran in No. 2 spot
BY PETER BAKER
AND CHARLES BABINGTON

BY QASSIM ABDUL-ZAHRA

The Washington Post

Associated Press

On the Web

BAGHDAD — Violence killed at least
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Montessori Day School fifth-grader
Lucien Jay works on his creative
writing Monday.

34 people, including a U.S. soldier, as efforts to finish choosing the new Cabinet
bogged down Monday in a web of conflicting interests.
Officials said Iraqi parties might look
outside parliament to find candidates for
some key posts.
Prime Minister-designate Nouri al-Maliki, a Shiite, had hoped to complete the
selection of his Cabinet today or Wednesday. That would mark the final step in the
establishment of the new government of
national unity, which U.S. officials hope
can calm sectarian tensions, lure Sunni
Arabs from the insurgency and enable

KARIM KADIM/AP

Fargh al-Saadi sits next to his son
Ali, who was hurt in a market bomb
blast, Monday in a Baghdad hospital.
U.S. troops to go home.
Key Shiite and Sunni lawmakers, however, said Monday that it was unlikely
that al-Maliki would finish the task this
week because of the need to balance the
Please see IRAQ, Page 9A

WASHINGTON — The White House
moved quickly Monday to defuse concern
over the nomination of Gen. Michael V.
Hayden for CIA director, promising to
balance the leadership of the nation’s
premier civilian spy agency with a wellknown and popular veteran of the organization in the No. 2 position.
In a highly unorthodox move, the White
House disclosed the plan shortly after
President Bush’s formal announcement
of Hayden’s nomination in the Oval Office, in hopes of reassuring those worried
about too much military influence over
the intelligence community.
Under the plan, Vice Adm. Albert M.
Calland III would be replaced as deputy

director by retired CIA official Stephen R.
Kappes, who quit in November 2004 in a
dispute with then-Director Porter J. Goss.
The move was seen as a direct repudiation
of Goss’ leadership and as an olive branch to
CIA veterans disaffected by his 18-month
tenure, during which many other senior officials followed Kappes out the door.
Other Goss lieutenants at the agency
also appear to be on the way out, following Goss, who resigned Friday. Kyle
“Dusty” Foggo, brought in by Goss as the
agency’s executive director, announced to
agency staff in an e-mail that he plans to
resign as well. The FBI said it is investigating whether Foggo steered contracts to a
friend, contractor Brent R. Wilkes.
The moves are part of a concerted effort
by the president’s team to recover ground
Please see CIA, Page 9A

